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Abstract
As graphs continue growing, external storage graph processing systems serve as a
promising alternative to distributed in-memory solutions for low cost and high scal-
ability. To obtain high I/O throughput, these systems usually use multiple external
storage devices. They adopt the operating system I/O management method based on
striped volume, resulting in unsatisfactory performance, such as low sequential band-
width utilization of each external storage device, limited I/O parallelism and expensive
management overhead. In this paper,we analyzed the problems of the operating system
I/O management method based on striped volume. Then we designed CSMqGraph, a
graph processing system adopts coarse-grained striping method matching sequential
large I/O to fully utilize the maximum sequential bandwidth of each external storage
device and an I/O management strategy based on multi-external-storage multi-queue
making I/O threads dedicated to each external storage device to further improve I/O
throughput and fully exploit the parallelism of multiple external storage devices. For
different graph algorithms and datasets, our evaluation shows that CSMqGraph con-
sistently outperforms state-of-the-art engines GridGraph by up to 40%, and has better
I/O scalability.

Keywords Graph processing system · External storage processing · Multiple external
storage devices · Coarse-grained · I/O management

1 Introduction

Graphs are powerful data structures that have been used broadly to represent the
relationships among various entities, and are being widely used in data modeling in
various fields, such as social networking [2,4], web search [7,10,17], road networks
[16], protein networks [3,9], healthcare [8], information and cyber-physical systems.
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Therefore, large-scale graph analysis has emerged as a fundamental computing pattern
in both academia and industry.

Generally speaking, many graph algorithms, such as breadth-first search, PageRank
need to access the adjacency lists of the vertices. While graph algorithms that perform
edge traversals on graphs induce many small, random I/Os [29] because edges are
encoded non-local structure among vertices. It will make even the simplest graph
traversal algorithm become extremely slow when the graph is massive and has to
be stored in slow external storage devices. So I/O becomes a major performance
bottleneck in external storage graph processing systems.

To tackle the I/O challenges in large-scale graph processing, Many distributed
graph processing systems like HybridGraph [26], Chaos [20] have been proposed
in the past few years. They are able to handle large-scale graphs by exploiting the
powerful computation resources of clusters. However, load imbalance [11,19], syn-
chronization overhead [27] and fault tolerance overhead [25] are still challenges for
graph processing in distributed environment.

Recent studies have shown that single machine external storage graph processing
systems can process large-scale graphs with billions of vertices and hundreds of bil-
lions of edges, and achieve the performance comparable with a distributed system.
They focus on accelerating data access on external storage devices. However, a sin-
gle external storage device cannot provide enough bandwidth, which performance is
limited by slow external storage access. Therefore, multiple external storage devices
serve as a better alternative when external storage graph processing systems require
high I/O throughput for processing large-scale graphs. Existing multiple external stor-
age graph processing systems such as GridGraph [30] adopt the operating system
I/O management method based on striped volume. The ideal result of using multiple
external storage devices is that the graph processing systems can use each device in
full parallel and balance, and make full use of the maximum sequential bandwidth of
each external storage device. However, the operating system I/O management method
based on striped volume suffers not only from complex I/O management but also the
lower I/O throughput. It cannot make full use of the maximum sequential bandwidth
of each device and give full play to the parallelism ofmultiple external storage devices.

In order to solve the above problems, First, we analyzed the problems of the oper-
ating system I/O management method based on striped volume. Second, we analyzed
the graph data access characteristics of state-of-the-art out-of-core graph engines. We
presented a coarse-grained striping method matching sequential large I/O to fully uti-
lize the maximum sequential bandwidth of each external storage device. Third, for
I/O requests still across two or more external storage devices, we proposed an I/O
management strategy based on multi-external-storage multi-queue, which performs
I/O management in the application layer, such as address mapping, decomposition,
prefetch merging and dispatching of I/O requests, and makes I/O threads dedicate to
one external storage device. Then we have designed and developed CSMqGraph, a
graph processing system based on coarse-grained and multi-external-storage multi-
queue I/O management strategy.

For different graph algorithms and datasets, the results show that comparing with
GridGraph, CSMqGraph’s performance is improved in all cases.It outperforms exter-
nal storage graph processing system GridGraph by up to 40% and has better I/O
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scalability. Then we perform the comparison test of device I/Os and I/O throughput,
which proves that the I/O management strategy can effectively reduce device I/Os and
improve I/O throughput.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the motiva-
tion of this work. Section 3 outlines our approach, followed by experimental evaluation
in Sect. 4. Section 5 gives a survey of related work. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Sect. 6.

2 Problem Presentation andMotivation

The operating system I/O management method based on striped volume is a common
method for themultiple external storage graph processing systems, such asGridGraph,
G-Store [12], NXgraph [1], etc. They take fine-grained stripes, which doesn’t consider
the characteristics of the processed graph data. The distribution of data completely
relies on transparent volume I/O management. The parallelism of multiple external
storage devices and themaximumsequential bandwidth of each external storage device
cannot be fully utilized to achieve ideal I/O performance. Figure 1 shows the average
throughput and bandwidth utilization of each external storage device while GridGraph
runs different graph algorithms on Twitter [13]. The average throughput of each exter-
nal storage device is in the range of 138–156MB/s. It does not reach its maximum
sequential bandwidth. The bandwidth utilization is 66–75%, there is still a lot of room
for improvement. Figure 2 shows the average throughput and bandwidth utilization of
each external storage device when GridGraph executes theWCC algorithm on Twitter
with different numbers of external storage devices. The maximum bandwidth utiliza-
tion of each device is 73% and decreases as the number of external storage devices
increases. And the minimum of that is 66%.

Fig. 1 Average I/O throughput and bandwidth utilization on Twitter graph with different graph algorithms
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Fig. 2 Average I/O throughput and bandwidth utilization of WCC on Twitter graph with different numbers
of external storage devices

External storage graph processing systems adopts the operating system I/O man-
agement method based on striped volume. The distribution of data completely relies
on transparent volume I/O management. The boundaries of partitions and each I/O
request will not be guaranteed to be aligned with the boundary of the stripe unit. So
it is inevitable that one I/O request is distributed to multiple external storage devices.
And each I/O thread cannot be dedicated to a single external storage device. It can-
not effectively utilize optimization strategies such as I/O sorting and merging in the
operating system. The parallelism of multiple external storage devices and the maxi-
mum sequential bandwidth of each external storage device cannot be fully utilized to
achieve higher I/O performance. It also causes unnecessary I/O service overhead and
locks contention overhead. However, in the multiple external storage devices graph
processing systems, the sequentiality of each external storage device and the paral-
lelism of multiple external storage devices are not contradictory. By analyzing the
access characteristics of the graph data, we can adjust the size of the stripe depth to
better utilize the sequential bandwidth of each external storage device and the paral-
lelism of multiple external storage devices. These observations motivate us to develop
a solution for efficient use of multiple external storage devices and the data access
channel to achieve higher throughput.

3 Coarse-Grained I/OManagement Strategy Based on
Multi-External-StorageMulti-Queue

When using multiple external storage devices to improve the performance of I/O
and alleviate I/O pressure, there are some problems, such as insufficient utilization
of sequential bandwidth, limited parallel I/O capability, various locks contention
overhead and synchronization overhead. Therefore, the I/O performance is not ideal
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Fig. 3 CSMqGraph architecture overview

enough. We proposed a coarse-grained striping method matching sequential large I/O
to maximize the sequential bandwidth of each external storage device. Aiming at the
problems of limited parallel I/O capability and various locks contention overhead for
multiple external storage devices, we proposed an I/O management strategy based
on multi-external-storage multi-queue. Then we designed and implemented CSMq-
Graph, a graph processing system based on coarse-grained striping method matching
sequential large I/O and multi-external-storage multi-queue I/Omanagement strategy.
The architecture is shown in Fig. 3.

CSMqGraph does preprocessing in the followingway: First, it partitions the original
unordered edge list using the 2D grid partitioning method. This 2D grid partitioning
provides not only flexibility but also efficiency since the higher level partitioning is
virtual and CSMqGraph is able to utilize the outcome of lower level partitioning thus
no more actual overhead is added. Second, it strips the partitioned files into multiple
external storage devices according to the predefined coarse-grained stripe depth.

CSMqGraph does computation in the following way: First, the main thread pushes
tasks to the I/O task queue, containing the file, offset, and length to issue each I/O
request. Second, I/O threads fetch tasks from the queue until empty, read data to the
I/O buffer and write data from a specified location. Third, worker threads fetch data
from the I/O buffer and process each edge.

3.1 Coarse-Grained StripingMethodMatching Sequential Large I/O
Characteristics

In order to saturate the external storage bandwidth as much as possible, the graph
processing systems adopt multiple I/O threads for concurrent access and maintain a
large I/O buffer for each I/O thread (24MB in the GridGraph, 16MB in X-Stream) to
access edge blocks. When the vertex partition size P satisfies the locality requirement,
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Fig. 4 I/O request size distribution

most of the edge blocks are large. The I/O requests also have the characteristics of
large and don’t exceed the I/O buffer size.

Through experiments, we further verify that the external storage graph processing
systems, which execute graph algorithm based on the 2D partitioning and sequential
external storage access optimization principle have the characteristics of large I/O.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of I/O requests size when GridGraph performs a round
of iteration of the graph algorithm. The Twitter graph uses 36*36 partitions and the
Subdomain graph uses 70*70 partitions. It can be seen that in the Twitter graph, 92%
of I/O requests are larger than 1MB, and the average size is 11MB. 99%of I/O requests
in the Subdomain graph are larger than 1MB, and the average size is 7MB.

Studies have shown that stripe depth affects the system I/O performance. The choice
of stripe depth is closely related to the application I/O characteristics [15]. The stripe
depth of the operating system based on the striped volume is usually 2–512KB. This
stripe depth is very fine-grained relative to the I/O request of the external storage
graph processing system. It can’t fully exploit the bandwidth of the external storage
device. However, the current graph processing system relies on the operating system
I/O management method based on the striped volume to use multiple external storage
devices. Instead of selecting the appropriate stripe depth based on the graph data access
characteristics and the number of I/O threads, it directly uses the Linux operating
system default 512KB stripe depth. By analyzing the data access characteristics of the
graphprocessing system,wepropose a coarse-grained stripingmethod thatmatches the
large I/O features to perform the sequential distribution of graph data across multiple
external storage devices.

Choosing the size of the strip depth is the key. If the stripe depth is smaller than the
I/O request size, it will result in an I/O request spanning two or more external storage
devices. It is hard for external storage devices to achieve full sequential bandwidth
sincemore timewill be spent on seeking to potentially different positions.Andmultiple
block positioning requires multiple logical address to physical address mapping. The
overhead generated by multiple address mappings is not negligible. If the stripe depth
is larger than or equal to the I/O request size, the I/O request will span no more than
two external storage devices. When the stripe depth is N times the size of the I/O
request, if each I/O request start offset is aligned with the stripe unit x/N (x = 0, 1, ...
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N-1), which ensures that each I/O request served by only one external storage device.
But when the I/O concurrency is high, if I/O requests data is only distributed on one
external storage device, concurrent I/O requests result in centralized access to the hot
device. And if the stripe depth is too large, it may cause the imbalance distribution of
graph data among multiple external storage devices and increase the computing time
that cannot overlap with I/O.

Therefore, we make a compromise approach to choose the average I/O request
size ∼ maximum I/O request size as the stripe depth. This approach tries to avoid
I/O requests spanning three or more external storage devices to reduce data block
positioning overhead. It also reduces the I/Os of each external storage device. It relieves
the potential problems of the imbalanced distribution of data and hot external storage
devices centralized access caused by the excessive stripe depth. For I/O requests still
across two or more external storage devices, we perform I/O request decomposition
and prefetch merging in the application layer to realize the dynamic adjustment of the
I/O request size and align stripe unit boundaries. It ensures that each I/O thread has
launched an I/O request only on one external storage device.

3.2 I/OManagement Strategy Based onMulti-External-StorageMulti-Queue

As shown in Fig. 5, the external storage graph processing systems use the operating
system I/O management method based on striped volume to expand the I/O perfor-
mance. In this I/O model, I/O threads transparently initiate I/O requests to the striped
volume composed ofmultiple external storage devices. It is unavoidable that the data of
one I/O request initiated by one I/O thread is across multiple external storage devices
and the data of I/O requests initiated by multiple I/O threads may be on the same
external storage device, resulting in contention overhead for external storage devices
and file locks. In the context of an I/O thread, the I/O service tasks are performed in
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Fig. 6 Multi-external-storage single-queue thread pool model

a sequential polling manner, which limits the parallel capability of multiple external
storage devices. After the I/O request decomposition by the volume manager of the
operating system, the pluglist corresponding to an I/O thread in the block layer con-
tains small I/O requests to different external storage devices. It is not efficient for the
operating system to perform sorting and merging in such a pluglist. When the stripe
depth is fine-grained, concurrent I/O threads cause sequential small I/O requests on
each external device to be unpredictable out of order arrival, causing merge invalid.
In some graph algorithms, only part of the data is active data. The merge is more
inefficient, which increases the number of device I/Os.

Based on the operating system I/O management method of the striped volume, the
external storage graph processing systems use the thread pool model of the single I/O
task queue to initiate I/O requests concurrently in order to maximize the saturation
bandwidth of themultiple external storage devices. As shown in Fig. 6, themain thread
doesn’t apply any I/Omanagement strategies to multiple external storage devices. The
main thread simply pushes the original I/O requests to the shared single I/O task queue,
and then the multiple I/O threads fetch the tasks from the shared queue and initiate the
corresponding I/O to the striped volume. The I/O requests are completely dependent
on the operating system for management, such as I/O request decomposition, merging,
and dispatching. It is not efficient for I/O sorting and merging. This thread pool model
causes various lock conflicts in the operating system. For example,multiple I/O threads
in the application layer compete for locks on a single shared I/O task queue.

To solve the above problems, we propose an I/O management strategy based on
multi-external-storage multi-queue. The multi-external-storage multi-queue thread
pool model is implemented, as shown in Fig. 7. It maintains a dedicated I/O task queue
for each external storage device and performs I/O request decomposition, prefetch
merging, and dispatching at the application layer. The decomposed new I/O request
that doesn’t span multiple devices is added to the corresponding I/O task queue. And
bind the I/O threads to the I/O task queue, so that each I/O thread is dedicated to a
specific external storage device. Figure 8 shows the I/Omodel based onmulti-external-
storage multi-queue. This I/O model avoids the case where an I/O request initiated by
an I/O thread is served bymultiple external storage devices.Whenmultiple I/O threads
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are concurrently access, multiple external storage devices can truly play their respec-
tive I/O performance in parallel. This I/O model not only fully exploits the parallelism
of multiple external storage devices but also improves the I/O sorting and merging
efficiency at the operating system level. It also reduces the contention overhead of I/O
task queue locks in the application layer. By binding multiple I/O threads to each I/O
task queue, we can fully exploit the maximum sequential bandwidth of each external
storage device. Each I/O task queue is bound to the same number of I/O threads for
I/O load balancing.
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3.3 Implementation

The I/O manager implements I/O management, such as address mapping, decomposi-
tion, prefetch merging and dispatch of I/O requests at the application layer, as shown
in Fig. 9.

For the convenience of description, we assume that all edge block files are grouped
into a large graph data file in the update order. The starting linear offset address of
each edge block file in the merged graph data file is recorded. Striping maps a large
linear address space to the N address spaces which is corresponding to the striped
files. Define the following symbols:

S is the stripe depth, which equals to the size of stripe unit.
N is the number of striped files, which equals to the number of external storage

devices.
Dl is the data length of an original I/O request.
O is the starting offset of the original I/O request in the original large linear address

space.
SIi is the starting striped file number of the i th new I/O request after the original

I/O request address mapping and decomposition
SOi is the starting offset in the striped file of the i th new I/O request after the

original I/O request address mapping and decomposition.
Among i = 0, 1…
Address mapping formula:

SIi = �O/S�%N (1)

SOi = �O/S/N� ∗ N + O%S (2)

Address mapping stage The main thread is used to map the original I/O requests
according to the address mapping formula. It obtains the starting striped file number
of the new I/O request and the starting offset in the starting striped file.

I/O decomposition stage The main thread determines whether to decompose the orig-
inal I/O requests according to the starting offset address, the I/O request data length,
and the stripe unit boundary in the starting striped file.

Dl ≤ S − O%S. The original I/O request length doesn’t exceed the remaining
length of the stripe unit in the first stripe file. In this case, the original I/O request
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Fig. 10 An original I/O request address mapping and decomposition process

doesn’t need to be decomposed. The striped file number of the corresponding new I/O
request is SIi . The starting offset address in the striped file is SOi and the length is
Dl .

DL > S − O%S. The original I/O request length exceeds the remaining length of
the stripe unit in the first stripe file, spanning multiple external storage devices. In this
case, the original I/O request needs to be decomposed multiple new I/O requests. An
original I/O request address mapping and decomposition process is shown in Fig. 10.

Prefetchmerging stageThemain threadmaps anddecomposes the original I/O requests
so that each new I/O request is located in a stripe unit of an external storage device.
However, the boundary of each edge block after partition cannot be guaranteed to
be aligned with the boundary of the stripe unit. Therefore, there must be a situation
where a stripe unit contains two or more small new I/O requests data. Therefore, when
processing an original I/O request that spans multiple stripe units or falls in the stripe
unit but doesn’t exceed the right boundary of the stripe unit, we consider mapping next
I/O requests that are left-aligned with the original I/O request. We preprocess address
mapping and decomposition of the I/O requests that are corresponding to the adjacent
active edge blocks. The current I/O request can be merged with some new I/O requests
that fall into the same stripe unit into a large, continuous new I/O request. The upper
bound of the merging is MAX_I OSI Z E . (MAX_I OSI Z E is the size of the I/O
buffer, which is the maximum size of the original I/O request.) Figure 11 shows the
possible distribution of new I/O requests after address mapping and decomposition.
Dispatch stages The merged new I/O request is dispatched to the corresponding I/O
task queue. Then I/O threads fetch I/O tasks from the I/O task queue.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate CSMqGraph on several real world social graphs and web graphs. And
CSMqGraph shows significant performance improvement compared with current out-
of-core graph engines. The hardware platform used in our experiments is a server
containing 2-way 8-core 2.10GHz Intel Xeon CPUE5-2670 and each CPU has 20MB
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Fig. 11 Distribution of new I/O request after address mapping and decomposition

last-level cache, running a Linux operation system with kernel version 4.13.8-1. Its
memory is 125GB.We limit the available memory to 8GB to illustrate the out-of-core
performance. It has 6 899.6GB hard disk drives and the sequential bandwidth of each
HDD is approximate 210MB/s.

It spawns a worker for each core to run benchmarks. In experiments, four popular
graph algorithms fromweb applications and datamining are employed as benchmarks:
(1) weakly connected component(WCC); (2) PageRank; (3) breadth first search(BFS);
(4) sparse matrix Vector multiplication(SpMV). For the WCC and BFS algorithms,
we run them until they converge. For PageRank, we specify run 10 iterations and
SpMV runs only one iteration to compute the product. The dataset used for these
graph algorithms are described in Table 1.The performance of CSMqGraph is com-
pared with GridGraph. CSMqGraph is open-sourced for public access. The detailed
configurations are currently available at https://github.com/shuochenok/CSMqGraph.

4.1 Overall Performance Comparison

To verify the effectiveness of the coarse-grained striping method that matches the
characteristics of sequential large I/O and the I/Omanagement strategy based onmulti-
external-storage multi-queue, we compare CSMqGraph against GridGraph when
running various algorithms. Both CSMqGraph and GridGraph take the same graph
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Table 1 Graph datasets used in evaluation

Dataset Vertexes Edges Directed Type

Twitter 61.6 million 1.47 billion Directed Social network

Friendster 124.8 million 1.8 billion Undirected Social network

Subdomain 101.7 million 2.0 billion Directed Web graph

partitioning method, so the preprocessing time of CSMqGraph does not increase com-
pared toGridGraph.BothCSMqGraph andGridGraph systems use the sameparameter
configuration. Thememory budget parameter is 8GBand the number of threads is 3*N.
N is the number of external storage devices. CSMqGraph strips multiple graph data
files to multiple external storage devices with the stripe depth of 12MB. Figure 12
shows the speedup of CSMqGraph over CridGraph for four algorithms. CSMqGraph
performs better than GridGraph under different numbers of external storage devices.
For different datasets and different numbers of external storage devices, the speedup
of WCC is by up to 1.4. For BFS, the speedup is by up to 1.28. For PageRank, the
speedup is by up to 1.24. For SpMV, the speedup is by up to 1.25. We identify that
the improvement of the execution time of CSMqGraph mainly due to maximizing the
sequential bandwidth of each external storage device and fully exploiting the paral-
lelism of multiple external storage devices.

4.2 Comparison of Device I/Os

We evaluated the average number of device I/Os per external storage device when
the CSMqGraph and GridGraph execute the algorithm over multiple external storage
devices. As shown in Fig. 13, the average number of I/Os to each external storage
device in CSMqGraph is significantly lower thanGridGraphwhen theWCC algorithm
is executed onTwitterwith 2 external storage devices. Overall, the total number of each
external storage device I/Os in GridGraph during the entire WCC algorithm execution
is 577K, while the total number of each external storage device I/Os in CSMqGraph
is 419K. When both graph processing systems access the same amount of graph data,
the total number of I/Os in CSMqGraph is significantly reduced and I/O performance
is significantly improved.

4.3 I/O Throughput Comparison

We evaluated the I/O throughput when CSMqGraph and GridGraph run the graph
algorithm with different numbers of external storage devices. Figure 14 depicts the
average real-time I/O throughput of each external storage device when they run WCC
algorithm on Twitter. We observe that during each iteration of the WCC algorithm
execution, the average I/O throughput of each external storage device in CSMqGraph
is significantly higher than that inGridGraph. ForCSMqGraph, the average throughput
of each external storage device is 193.5MB/s. For GridGraph, that is only 143.8MB/s.
Figure 15 shows the average I/O throughput and promotion ratio of each external
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Fig. 12 The speedup of different algorithms on different graph datasets with different numbers of external
storage devices

Fig. 13 Average I/Os of each external storage device

storage devicewhenCSMqGraph andGridGraph runWCCgraph algorithmonTwitter
with different numbers of external storage devices. We observe that the average I/O
throughput of each external storage device in CSMqGraph is better than GridGraph.
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Fig. 14 Average I/O throughput of each external storage devices

Fig. 15 Average I/O throughput and promotion ratio of WCC on Twitter graph with different numbers of
external storage devices

The average I/O throughput of each external storage device in CSMqGraph is stable
at around 190.9MB/s and the I/O throughput increased by 22.0% to 38.7%. As the
number of external storage devices increases, the proportion of promotion increases
gradually.

4.4 Scalability of CSMqGraph

We evaluated the scalability of CSMqGraph by executingWCC algorithm and PageR-
ank on Friendster with different numbers of external storage devices. The WCC
algorithm is that some vertices are active vertices, and the PageRank algorithm is
that all vertices are active vertices. Figure 16 gives the results relative to the execution
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Fig. 16 CSMqGraph I / O
scalability

time of WCC and PageRank algorithm in CSMqGraph and shows an almost linear
decrease with the increase of external storage devices. The results indicate that CSMq-
Graph can make full use of the increasing bandwidth resources of multiple external
storage devices and has better I/O scalability.

4.5 Influence of Stripe Depth

When the application layer strips 2D graph partition files to multiple external storage
devices, the stripe depth will affect the system I/O performance. We evaluated the
effect of stripe depth on the performance ofCSMqGraph.Under different stripe depths,
CSMqGraph executes PageRank algorithm on Twitter with 2 external storage devices
and 6 I/O threads. As shown in Fig. 17, we can observe that when the strip depth is
12MB, the best performance is achieved. The average size of the original I/O requests
for Twitter is 11MB, and the optimal stripe depth is 12MB. The optimal stripe depth
is between the average of the original I/O request size and themaximum of the original
I/O request size. Because if the stripe depth is too small, it is hard for external storage
devices to achieve full sequential bandwidth since more time will be spent on seeking
to potentially different positions. And address mapping and decomposition are not
efficient enough, which leads to more data access overhead and system call overhead.
If the stripe depth is too large, it causes the problems, such as centralized access to the
hot external storage device, unbalanced load, increased computation time that cannot
overlap with I/O. In both cases, the I/O performance of multiple external storage
devices cannot be fully utilized.

4.6 Impact of I/O Threads

We evaluated the impact of the number of I/O threads on the performance of CSMq-
Graph. Figure 18 shows the execution time when CSMqGraph runs the PageRank
algorithmonTwitter as the number of I/O threads increases(2 external storage devices).
It can be seen from the Fig. 18, when the number of I/O threads is small, the bandwidth
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Fig. 17 Execution time of PageRank on Twitter at different stripe depths

of multiple external storage devices cannot be saturated, thus CPU is the bottleneck
of performance. As the number of I/O threads increases, the execution time of CSMq-
Graph is significantly reduced. When the number of I/O threads increases to 6, the
execution time doesn’t continue to decrease as the number of I/O threads increases.
The performance is due to the shift of the bottleneck from CPU to external storage
devices. Therefore, for different numbers of external storage devices, the total number
of I/O threads is set to the product of the number of external storage devices and the
number of I/O threads per external storage device when the saturation point is reached.

5 RelatedWork

With the explosion of graph scale, many systems [12,18,23] have focused on achieving
high efficiency for iterative graph analysis. They improve the efficiency either by fully
utilizing the sequential bandwidth of external storage devices or by achieving a better
data locality to reduce the redundant data accesses.

GraphChi [5] eliminates randomdata access fromdisks by scanning the entire graph
data in each iteration. By using a novel parallel sliding windows method to reduce
random I/O accesses, GraphChi [6] is able to process large-scale graphs in reasonable
time. GraphChi also supports selective scheduling, and its shard representation can
have even better effect than GridGraph on I/O reduction. Though I/O amount required
by GraphChi is rather small, it has to issue many fragmented reads across shards. Thus
the performance is not ideal enough due to limited bandwidth usage.

X-Stream[21] introduces an edge-centric scatter-gather processingmodel.Accesses
to vertices are random and happen on a high level of storage hierarchy which is small
but fast. And accesses to edges and updates fall into a low level of storage hierarchy
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Fig. 18 Execution time of PageRank on Twitter with different numbers of I/O threads

which is large but slow. However, these accesses are sequential so that maximum
throughput can be achieved. Although X-Stream can leverage high disk bandwidth by
sequential accessing, it needs to generate updates which could be in the same magni-
tude as edges, and its lack of support on selective scheduling could also be a critical
problem when dealing with graphs of large diameters.

GridGraph [22] proposes 2-Level hierarchical partitioning scheme to improve
the locality and reduce the amount of I/Os. It realizes the sequential access of the
external storage graph through the double sliding window. However, GridGraph uses
the operating system I/O management method based on striped volume and adopts
multi-external-storage single-queue thread poolmodel to usemultiple external storage
devices. It limits the sequential bandwidth of each external storage devices and the
parallelism of multiple external storage devices.

FlashGraph supports both pulling data from SSDs and pushing data with message
passing. FlashGraph does provide asynchronous execution of vertex programs to over-
lap computing with data access. But it needs user input to sort, merge, submit and poll
I/O requests, which is insufficient to the sequential bandwidth of each external storage
device. In addition, the semi-external mode naturally lacks the processing power of a
large graph that cannot be fully loaded into memory.

Graphene, a semi-external memory processing system that efficiently reads the
graph data on SSDs while managing the metadata in DRAM. Graphene incorporates
graph data awareness in I/O management behind an I/O centric programming model
and performs fine-grained I/Os on flash-based storage devices. It uses a Bitmap-based
approach to quickly reorder, deduplicate, and merge the requests and exploits asyn-
chronous I/O to submit as many I/O requests as possible to saturate the I/O bandwidth
of flash devices. It relies on expensive SSD arrays and large memory to provide high
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I/O bandwidth and cache all vertex data. While most of the out-of-core systems are
HDD-friendly and aim to achieve reasonable performance with low hardware costs.

These systems are primarily dedicated to optimize I/O performance. There are two
main optimization principles: sequential I/O [14,21,28] and on-demand I/O [16,24].
Sequential I/O inevitably leads to unnecessary I/O, resulting in the external I/O is
inefficient. Taking on-demand I/O to ensure I/O efficiency. It inevitably leads to a
large amount of random I/O, which is not conducive to the sequential bandwidth of
external storage devices. Therefore, CSMqGraph proposes coarse-grained striping
method matching sequential large I/O to maximize sequential bandwidth of each
external storage device and an I/O management strategy based on multi-external-
storage multi-queue making I/O threads dedicated to each external storage device to
further improve I/O throughput and fully exploit the parallelism of multiple external
storage devices. CSMqGraph shows significant performance improvement compared
with state-of-the-art out-of-core graph engines.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have designed and developed CSMqGraph that consists of two tech-
niques including a coarse-grained striping method matching sequential large I/O and
an I/O management strategy based on multi-external-storage multi-queue. It improves
the I/O throughput of each external storage device and fully exploit the parallelism of
multiple external storage devices. The experiments show that CSMqGraph achieves
significantly better performance than state-of-the-art out-of-core graph systems. The
performance of CSMqGraph is mainly restricted by I/O bandwidth. In the future, we
plan to further optimize our research for evolving graph analysis and also extend it to
the distributed platform.
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